Amadeus’ online multi-GDS self-booking tool gives corporate travellers unparalleled choice and control over their trips while complying with their company’s travel policies.

The latest version brings you a completely new Travel Arranger work space, improved SingleView and much more.

**More choice, greater control**

Amadeus e-Travel Management lets corporate travellers log in from anywhere at any time to book their own flights, rail trips, hotels, cars and destination services such as taxis or entertainment.

Single View gives travellers an instant overview of published and negotiated one-way combinable fares and fare families on both GDS and more than 80 low-cost carriers. Lowest prices and policy-compliant options are highlighted for greater control over travel budgets.

The recently revamped Hotels Module uses new mapping technology for faster identification of hotels that match individual traveller preferences and respect corporate policy. Book directly from map views in a single click.

Check the CO₂ produced by any trip to comply with corporate environmental policy and reduce your environmental impact.

All steps in the trip approval process can be managed from a laptop or smartphone.

**Smoother travel administration**

Travel administrators create and update corporate travel policies and profiles using the guided workflow and built-in wizards. Control your policies centrally or delegate management to regional or division levels.

Group travellers into a community and instantly apply a policy to all its members. Clone communities for even faster development and test policy changes before applying them using the ‘Dry Run’ module.

**Seamless back-office integration**

Amadeus e-Travel Management integrates seamlessly with your back-office system and existing traveller profile database. You can automate the production of comprehensive, customisable reports using powerful built-in analytic tools.

**What’s new in version 14.0?**

- **Selection basket**
  You can now build up your trip by adding passenger elements quickly and easily to your selection basket. Automated alerts signal any anomalies in passenger profiles for faster reactivity.

**Release 14.0 gives travellers more choice and broader content.**

**Cut costs and improve compliance with your company’s travel policies.**

Access all Arranger features from a single screen.
- Templates for frequent trips
Book your air segments faster using templates containing elements of trips that you make frequently.

- Calendar displays
In addition to an enhanced trip review list, the new calendar display gives better visibility. Status highlights and summary pop-ups make searching for PNRs even more efficient.

CUSTOMISABLE LEVELS OF APPROVAL
Create multiple approval levels to streamline the travel request/approval process and better comply with company policy.

SINGLE VIEW ENHANCEMENTS
Configurable options enable you to set rules giving travellers the choice between one-way combinable and round-trip fares. They can instantly see the lowest fare and reduce the overall corporate travel budget. Single View has been extended to Galileo users. This is an important extension to the multi-GDS aspect of Amadeus e-Travel Management.

AMADEUS MOBILE PARTNER VIA iPhone®
In addition to Blackberry® and Windows®-enabled devices, you can now use an iPhone® to access and approve trips.

RAIL ENHANCEMENTS
Amadeus continues to integrate the DBahn official website through a series of innovations. Ticketless travel is now available on the Thalys high-speed rail connection between Paris and Brussels.

“Swiss Re and TraXess’ collaborative and flexible relationship with Amadeus has enabled the successful development of the new Travel Arranger Workspace solution which will save a lot of time for the travel arrangers at Swiss Re, usually the PAs. We anticipate the dedicated travel arranger space, user-friendly calendar display and selection basket, built just for them, will be of great benefit and will allow them to easily and intuitively book frequent trips in one click. All these aspects will improve the user experience and efficiency for travel arrangers at Swiss Re and beyond.”

Michael Casati, Vice President Logistics, Swiss Re and Oliver Kühne, Senior Consultant, traXess